INVEST IN QUALITY.
CHOOSE XPEL PRIME CS
TM

XPEL is one of the most trusted brands in
the automobile protection industry and our
XPEL PRIMETM CS window film provides the
same unparalleled quality and warranty as
the rest of our products.
Our company was born out of a true passion
for automobiles and the driving experience.
Each one of our products was designed
with the uncompromising determination
to achieve the best possible appearance,
performance and longevity.

THE XPEL PROMISE

We use state-of-the art technology and
research to bring you the highest level
of quality. If you share our passion for
unparalleled quality, you will find that
the meticulous workmanship, testing and
development that go into each product
will exceed your expectations.

XPEL PRIMETM CS maintains the same
flawless appearance and clarity throughout
the years backed by our transferable
lifetime warranty.

AUTOMOTIVE WINDOW FILM

ELEVATE
YOUR DRIVING
EXPERIENCE
Protecting the look and life of your
vehicle is our expertise

NO Peeling
NO Cracking
NO Bubbling
NO Turning Purple

XPEL PRIME™ CS

618 W. Sunset Rd.
San Antonio, TX 78216 U.S.A.
M2001CS

210-678-3700
www.xpel.com

ADD PROTECTION AND
COMFORT TO YOUR VEHICLE

ALL PRIME™ CS WINDOW FILMS ARE BACKED
BY OUR TRANSFERABLE LIFETIME WARRANTY

Our XPEL PRIMETM CS window films
were designed to make your drive more
comfortable, while protecting your vehicle and
its passengers. Each one of our products is
developed with the highest quality standards
and is backed by XPEL’s extensive warranties.

Reduces Glare
XPEL PRIME TM CS Reduces the sun’s glare,
enhancing visibility and reducing eyestrain.

Keeps You Comfortable
XPEL PRIME TM CS window films block solar
heat radiation to keep your vehicle at a
comfortable temperature and improve
fuel efficiency.

UV Ray Protection
XPEL PRIME TM CS provides SPF 1,000
protection that effectively blocks over
99% of harmful UV rays that can lead to
numerous skin cancers, premature aging
and skin cell damage.

Crystal Clear Signal
XPEL PRIMETM CS contains no metalized
particles ensuring that it does not interfere
with radio, cellular, or Bluetooth signals.

Looks Good
The neutral charcoal color in our
XPEL PRIMETM CS window films remains
the same over the years and never fades
or turns purple.

REDUCE GLARE, HEAT
& HARMFUL UV RAYS

NEUTRAL CHARCOAL COLOR
WON’T FADE OR TURN PURPLE

WON’T INTERFERE WITH
GPS OR RADIO SIGNALS

